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English blunderbuss 18th century iron
Ref: FP10101
Born of a need for a gun that could fire multiple
projectiles from a single powder charge, the blunderbuss
became the weapon of choice for short-range encounters
with the miscreants of the 17th and 18th centuries.
Stagecoach guards, mariners and ordinary householders
appreciated the awesome effect of a blunderbuss blast,
provided they were on the right end of the weapon! In
these replicas of English pieces, the barrels and locks are
ornately detailed to showcase the talents of the gun
maker.
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KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 12 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb 8 oz.
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People who bought this
item also bought:
1. Celtic Wristbands (Ref:
BTS-2178)
2. First Mate's Pants (Ref:
100518)

English blunderbuss 18th century brass
Ref: FP10102
Born of a need for a gun that could fire multiple
projectiles from a single powder charge, the blunderbuss
became the weapon of choice for short-range encounters
with the miscreants of the 17th and 18th centuries.
Stagecoach guards, mariners and ordinary householders
appreciated the awesome effect of a blunderbuss blast,
provided they were on the right end of the weapon! In
these replicas of English pieces, the barrels and locks are
ornately detailed to showcase the talents of the gun
maker.
KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 12 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb 8 oz.
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French pirate blunderbuss 18th century
iron
Ref: FP10103
A firm favorite of 17th and 18th century French pirates,
the compactness and widespread shot of the blunderbuss
made them an ideal boarding weapon, and the funnelshaped barrel made for quick and easy reloading in the
heat of shipboard encounters.
KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 10 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb
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Price: $45.00
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Best Sellers:
1. Medieval Ring Belt
(Ref: BTS-2550)
2. Innkeeper Vest
(Ref: DK-IV)
3. Pleasant Peasant
Dress (Ref: 100056)
4. Celtic Wristbands
(Ref: BTS-2178)
5. Moria Orc Mask
(Ref: CU4120)
6. Rapier Scabbard
(Ref: OL301)

French pirate blunderbuss 18th century
brass
Ref: FP10104
A firm favorite of 17th and 18th century French pirates,
the compactness and widespread shot of the blunderbuss
made them an ideal boarding weapon, and the funnelshaped barrel made for quick and easy reloading in the
heat of shipboard encounters.

9. Texas Bowie (Ref:
400266)

KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 10 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb

10. 300 Spartan
Shield (Official
Licensed Version)
(Ref: 2818)

Price: $45.00

7. Suede Pants (Ref:
100820)
8. Period Shoes (Ref:
100190)
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11. 300 King
Leonidas Helm
(Official Licensed
Version) (Ref: 2815)
12. 300 Spartan
Sword (Ref: 2245)
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13. Robin Hood Belt
(Ref: 200576)
14. Mens' High Boot
Without Fringe (Ref:
100282)
15. Locksley Boots
(Ref: 200554)
16. X-Strap Leather
Arm Guard (Ref:
200458)
17. Chemise (Ref:
100302)

Japanese pistol 16th century
Ref: FP10106
The highly ornate appearance of this pistol is typical of
the period in Japan when many weapons were decorated
with mythical and spiritual figures, often in the form of
dragons or serpents. This unusual item makes an
interesting and decorative conversation piece.

FP10106 Japanese pistol 16th
t
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18. Plain Leather
Arm Guard (Ref:
200420)
19. Monks Robe For
Children (Ref: 100794)
20. Pirates Sash (Ref:
100822)
Search
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KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 12 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb 8 oz.

Price: $50.00
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French boarding blunderbuss iron
Ref: FP10107
With a longer barrel than the weapon favored by the
pirates, resulting in increased range and accuracy, these
blunderbusses are more likely to have been used by navy
boarding parties or by merchantmen in defense of their
cargos. The multiple lead balls that these pieces were
capable of firing would undoubtedly have great effect in a
crowded shipboard situation.
KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 14 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb 6 oz.
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Price: $45.00
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French boarding blunderbuss brass
Ref: FP10108
With a longer barrel than the weapon favored by the
pirates, resulting in increased range and accuracy, these
blunderbusses are more likely to have been used by navy
boarding parties or by merchantmen in defense of their
cargos. The multiple lead balls that these pieces were
capable of firing would undoubtedly have great effect in a
crowded shipboard situation.
KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
OVERALL LENGTH: 14 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb 6 oz.

Price: $50.00
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French Cavalry Flintlock Pistol, ca. 1800
Ref: FD1011
"Flintlock" pistols were so called because the lock uses a
flint to strike sparks into the priming pan when the
trigger is pulled. A small amount of gunpowder in this
pan is ignited, which in turn ignites the main gunpowder
charge in the barrel, firing the lead ball. Both the main
charge and the ball were loaded from the front, or
muzzle, of the barrel, after which the priming charge was
poured into the pan - all very time consuming! Often the
priming charge would burn but fail to ignite the main
charge - whence the expression "flash in the pan"! The
original of this particular flintlock pistol was made for the
French cavalry at the end of the 18th century. This nonfiring version is accurately detailed - a great re-enactment
or conversation piece.
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KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 7 1/2"
OVERALL LENGTH: 14"
WEIGHT: 1lb 11oz

Price: $67.00
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Italian Percussion Pistol, ca. 1825
Ref: FD1013L
"Caplock" or "Percussion Lock" pistols were so called
because the lock system causes a percussion cap to be
struck by the hammer when the trigger is pulled. Powder
inside the cap ignites and this in turn ignites the main
powder charge, which propels a lead ball from the barrel.
Most (though not all) caplock firearms were loaded from
the muzzle of the gun (muzzleloaders). The Caplock was a
great improvement over the flintlock as it was less
susceptible to weather-related misfires. The original of
this pistol was made in Brescia, Italy in about 1825. This
non-firing version is accurately detailed and shows
typical Italian craftsmanship - a great costume or
conversation piece.
KEY FEATURES:
* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 9"
OVERALL LENGTH: 15"
WEIGHT: 1lb 2oz

Price: $38.00
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ITALIAN TRIPLE BARREL FLNTLOCK
PISTOL, CA. 1680
Ref: FD1016G
"Flintlock" pistols were so called because the lock uses a
flint to strike sparks into the priming pan when the
trigger is pulled. A small amount of gunpowder in this
pan is ignited, which in turn ignites the main gunpowder
charge in the barrel, firing the lead ball. Both the main
charge and the ball were loaded from the front, or
muzzle, of the barrel, after which the priming charge was
poured into the pan - all very time consuming! Often the
priming charge would burn but fail to ignite the main
charge - hence the expression "flash in the pan"! The
original of this particular flintlock pistol was made by
Lorenzi in Italy in about 1680 and the engraved coat of
arms is that of the famous Medici family. This non-firing
version is accurately detailed - a great costume or
conversation piece
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KEY FEATURES:
* Non-fireable
* fancy engraved imitation ivory grips
* functional/moveable parts
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 5 1/2"
OVERALL LENGTH: 11 1/8"
WEIGHT: 1lb 12oz

Price: $42.00
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ITALIAN TRIPLE BARREL FLNTLOCK
PISTOL, CA. 1680
Ref: FD1016L
"Flintlock" pistols were so called because the lock uses a
flint to strike sparks into the priming pan when the
trigger is pulled. A small amount of gunpowder in this
pan is ignited, which in turn ignites the main gunpowder
charge in the barrel, firing the lead ball. Both the main
charge and the ball were loaded from the front, or
muzzle, of the barrel, after which the priming charge was
poured into the pan - all very time consuming! Often the
priming charge would burn but fail to ignite the main
charge - hence the expression "flash in the pan"! The
original of this particular flintlock pistol was made by
Lorenzi in Italy in about 1680 and the engraved coat of
arms is that of the famous Medici family. This non-firing
version is accurately detailed - a great costume or
conversation piece
KEY FEATURES:
* brass finish
* fancy engraved imitation ivory grips
* functional/moveable parts
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 5 1/2"
OVERALL LENGTH: 11 1/8"
WEIGHT: 1lb 12oz
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Price: $42.00
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English Flintlock Pistol Dagger, Early
18th. Century
Ref: FD1023
The flintlock pistol was notoriously slow to reload - a
severe limitation in close encounters of the dangerous
kind! Many solutions to the problem were tried, but one
of the more successful was a pistol/dagger combination,
whereby a very effective weapon was still to hand after
the shots had been fired (or maybe not fired - misfires
with flintlocks were common). The original of this pistol
was made in London, early in the 18th. century and the
skill of the maker is very evident. This non-firing replica
is accurate in size and detail - a great costume or
conversation piece.
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KEY FEATURES:
* Great decorator piece
* Non-fireable
* Authentic detailing
MEASUREMENTS:
BLADE LENGTH: 11"
HANDLE LENGTH: 5"
BARREL LENGTH: 3 5/8"
OVERALL LENGTH: 16 1/8"
WEIGHT: 1lb 9oz

Price: $34.00
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People who bought this
item also bought:
1. Small Unpainted Shield
(Ref: 801204)

English Flintlock Pistol, 18th Century
Ref: FD1196L
"Flintlock" pistols were so called because the lock uses a
flint to strike sparks into the priming pan when the
trigger is pulled. A small amount of gunpowder in this
pan is ignited, which in turn ignites the main gunpowder
charge in the barrel, firing the lead ball. Both the main
charge and the ball were loaded from the front, or
muzzle, of the barrel, after which the priming charge was
poured into the pan - all very time consuming! Often the
priming charge would burn but fail to ignite the main
charge - whence the expression "flash in the pan"! The
original of this particular flintlock pistol was made in
England in the 18th century. This non-firing version is
accurately detailed - a great costume or conversation
piece.
KEY FEATURES:
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* Non-firing replica
* Authentic detailing
* Functional lock mechanism
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 8 5/8"
OVERALL LENGTH: 14 7/8"
WEIGHT: 1lb

Price: $40.00
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Kentucky Flintlock Pistol
Ref: FD1198
Made by the same gunsmiths who crafted the fabled
Kentucky rifles, these late 18th/early 19th Century pistols
were actually made in Pennsylvania, Virginia and
Maryland. The "Kentucky" name came as a result of the
Battle of New Orleans, which was substantially won by
two thousand riflemen from Kentucky, armed with the
rifles and pistols that quickly became known by the name
of their adoptive state. Famed for their accuracy, the
pistols exhibited the clean, uncluttered lines of their rifle
cousins, as clearly shown in this non-firing version.
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KEY FEATURES:
* Non-fireable
* Functional lock mechanism
* Accurate detailing
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 10"
OVERALL LENGTH: 15 1/2"
WEIGHT: 1lb 7oz

Price: $52.00
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George Washington Flintlock Pistol
Ref: FD1228
George Washington's favorite pistol was made in London
in 1748 by Hawkins, one of the best known gunmakers of
the period, and it still survives as a national treasure.
Elegant in its design, the gun combines simple, clean
lines with tasteful silver decoration. This non-firing
replica has all of the features of the original, including the
George Washington nameplate on the grip.
KEY FEATURES:
* Non-fireable
* Functional lock mechanism
* Part of American history
MEASUREMENTS:
BARREL LENGTH: 8"
OVERALL LENGTH: 14 1/4"
WEIGHT: 1lb 7oz
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Price: $60.00
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 Any Questions? Call us toll free at (888) 244-3263 between 9 AM - 5 PM EST, M - F
For all Telephone Orders, call us toll free at (877) 433-9368 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
 Fax Number: (239) 433-9128

